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Lingokids, English for Kids , a learning app for students from 2 to 8 years of age,
through which they will learn English in a fun, playful way. The most effective way for
children to learn a new language is through games, that s why Lingokids has been
developed by experts in early childhood learning and it has also been certified by
Oxford University Press, so it offers children the best learning experience as they have
a good time.Lingokids, English for Kids is designed for the youngest and it offers a safe
learning environment, free from distractions and ads (Lingokids is a registered member
of the kidSAFE Seal Program), and with content that adapts to their age and English
level.

There s no previous knowledge or English studies required to learn with Lingokids,
since our main approach is adaptive and interactive, following the Oxford model.
Children will speak English and will also learn words effortlessly since day one. They will
learn to pronounce and spell in English, from the ABC to even more complex sentences
and conversations.This app uses fun games which kids find entertainment and fun to
teach them the English language. It has also been certified by Oxford that the app
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actually is effective for kids learning not only the English language but other things like
shapes, animal names, numbers and many more.The latest version comes with new
games, performance improvements and various bug fixes, you can download the apk
cracked and start enjoying. You get the latest version of the app here with no ads as
well.ingokids, English for Kids”, a learning app for students from 2 to 8 years of age,
through which they will learn English in a fun, playful way.

The most effective way for children to learn a new language is through games, that's
why Lingokids has been developed by experts in early childhood learning and it has
also been certified by Oxford University Press, so it offers children the best learning
experience as they have a good time. “Lingokids, English for Kids” is designed for
the youngest and it offers a safe learning environment, free from distractions and
ads (Lingokids is a registered member of the kidSAFE® Seal Program), and with
content that adapts to their age and English level.

There's no previous knowledge or English studies required to learn with Lingokids,
since our main approach is adaptive and interactive, following the Oxford model.
Children will speak English and will also learn words effortlessly since day one. They
will learn to pronounce and spell in English, from the ABC to even more complex
sentences and conversations. Download the app and enjoy its content!In Lingokids
you'll find the best English songs for children, the most fun videos with its
characters, audiobooks, printable worksheets for each topic, interactive exercises,
and an endless supply of activities to learn over 3,000 words in English.Timeline

Find out about all the different features that “Lingokids, English for Kids” will offer.-
100% Safe environment for children, since it complies with the COPPA regulation
(Children's Online Privacy Protection Act).Scientific BackingIt's scientifically proven
that a child's brain is prepared to learn different languages especially before a
cognitive process known as “synaptic pruning”. The more a child is exposed to a
language, the greater the chances that they will become bilingual. With “Lingokids,
English for Kids”, children learn without even realizing it, thanks to its ludic approach.
Recent studies show that with Lingokids, children learn twice as much vocabulary
than with traditional methods used in English classes. Awards- Mom's Choice
Awards- National Parenting Publications Awards- The Lovie AwardsContact & Social
Media
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